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Wireless systems are commonly affected by interference from various sources. For
example, a number of users that operate in the same wireless network can result in
multiple-access interference (MAI). In addition, for ultrawideband (UWB) systems,
which operate at very low power spectral densities, strong narrowband interference
(NBI) can have significant effects on the communications reliability. Therefore, inter-
ference mitigation and awareness are crucial in order to realize reliable communications
systems. In this chapter, pulse-based UWB systems are considered, and the mitigation
of MAI is investigated first. Then, NBI avoidance and cancelation are studied for UWB
systems. Finally, interference awareness is discussed for short-rate communications,
next-generation wireless networks, and cognitive radios.
8.1 Mitigation of multiple-access interference (MAI)
In an impulse radio ultrawideband (IR-UWB) communications system, pulses with very
short durations, commonly less than one nanosecond, are transmitted with a low-duty
cycle, and information is carried by the positions or the polarities of pulses [1–5]. Each
pulse resides in an interval called “frame”, and the positions of pulses within frames are
determined according to time-hopping (TH) sequences specific to each user. The low-
duty cycle structure together with TH sequences provide a multiple-access capability
for IR-UWB systems [6].
Although IR-UWB systems can theoretically accommodate a large number of users
in a multiple-access environment [2, 4], advanced signal processing techniques are
necessary in practice in order to mitigate the effects of interfering users on the detection
of information symbols efficiently [6]. In this section, various MAI mitigating receiver
structures are studied first. Then, the effects of coding design on the mitigation of MAI
are investigated.
8.1.1 Receiver design for MAI mitigation
In this section, optimal and suboptimal detector structures with various levels of com-
putational complexity are investigated in order to mitigate the effects of MAI [6]. A
synchronous IR-UWB system with K users is considered, and the transmitted signal
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 j/N f  ptx
(
t − jT f − c(k)j Tc − a(k) j/N f δ
)
, (8.1)
where ptx(t) is the transmitted UWB pulse, Ek is the symbol energy of user k, T f
is the “frame” time, and N f is the number of pulses representing one information
symbol [7]. For pulse amplitude modulation (PAM), a(k) j/N f  = 0, ∀ j, k, and the infor-
mation symbol b(k) j/N f  determines the pulse amplitude. On the other hand, for M-ary
pulse position modulation (PPM), b(k) j/N f  = 1, ∀ j, k, and the information is carried by
a(k) j/N f  ∈ {0, 1, . . . , M − 1} with δ denoting the modulation index [4, 6, 8]. In this sec-
tion, PAM is considered, and the readers are referred to references [6, 9] for extensions
to PPM.
In (8.1), c(k)j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , Nc − 1} denotes the TH sequence for user k, where Nc
denotes the number of chips in a frame; i.e., Nc = T f /Tc. TH sequences allow the
channel to be shared by multiple users without causing catastrophic collisions between
the pulses from different users. In order to further reduce the effects of MAI, the polarity
codes, d (k)j ∈ {−1, 1}, can be employed, which also help reduce the spectral lines in the
power spectral density (PSD) of the transmitted signal [10–12]. In the following, it is
assumed that the receiver for user k knows its TH and polarity codes.
The IR-UWB signal in (8.1) can also be expressed as a code division multiple access
(CDMA) signal by introducing the following sequence [9, 11]:
s(k)j =
{














 j/(N f Nc) ptx(t − jTc) , (8.3)
which is in the form of a CDMA signal with s(k)j defining a generalized spreading
sequence that can take values from the set {−1, 0,+1} [6,9,11,13]. Therefore, multiple-
access mitigation techniques or multiuser detection (MUD) algorithms developed for
CDMA systems can be adopted for IR-UWB systems as well [8, 13–16]. However, the
complexity of those techniques is often quite high, and the signaling structure of IR-UWB
systems allows for simpler multiple-access mitigation algorithms which are specifically
designed to exploit that structure [6, 14], and which are the main focus of this section.
Assuming a tapped-delay-line channel model with multipath resolution Tc, the discrete


















 j/N f 
× prx
(
t − jT f − c(k)j Tc − (l − 1)Tc
)
+ σnn(t) , (8.4)
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Figure 8.1 A receiver structure with chip-rate sampling.
where prx(t) is the received unit-energy UWB pulse, which is usually modeled as the
derivative of ptx(t) due to the effects of the antenna, and n(t) is zero-mean additive white
Gaussian noise (AWGN) with unit spectral density.
After filtering and amplification, the front-end of the receiver can perform different
operations on the received analog signal with varying levels of complexity and accuracy.
In that respect, the receivers can be classified as [17]:
 direct sampling receivers;
 matched filter receivers;
 energy detection receivers.
Although direct sampling can facilitate perfect reconstruction of the received sig-
nal from its samples, it requires very high sampling rates on the order of a few GHz
for UWB systems, which results in increased power consumption and complexity for
the receiver [18]. On the other hand, energy detection receivers provide a design alter-
native with low power consumption and complexity [19–22]. However, those bene-
fits are accompanied by performance loss, which can be critical in multiple-access
environments.
A matched filter receiver provides a tradeoff between the direct sampling and energy
detection approaches in the sense that it can both achieve better performance than
energy detection receivers and facilitate designs with lower power consumption and
complexity than direct sampling receivers. In addition, depending on the design of
the matched filter, various sampling rate options can be obtained. For example, the
receiver analog signal can be applied to a filter that is matched to the received pulse
shape and the filter output can be sampled at the chip-rate, as shown in Figure 8.1.
Since chip-rate sampling can require high-speed analog-to-digital conversion on the
order of a few Gbps, a low-cost and low-power alternative is to employ frame-rate
sampling via multiple matched filter (equivalently, correlator) branches as shown in
Figure 8.2. In that case, each branch collects signals from one of the multipaths. More
specifically, considering user 1 as the user of interest, the template signal matches the
UWB pulse prx(t) and the TH and polarity codes of user 1, and samples are taken
at instants when the paths l ∈ L arrive in each frame, where L = {l1, . . . , lM } with
M ≤ L . Namely, s(1)temp,l(t) = d (1)j prx
(
t − c(1)j Tc − (l − 1)Tc
)
for l ∈ L , and the samples
are taken at t = (i N f )T f , . . . , ((i + 1)N f − 1)T f for the i th symbol. In other words, M
correlators are used to collect frame-rate samples from M of the L multipath components.
Since there can be collisions among various multipath components due to inter-frame
interference (IFI), the actual number N of distinct samples per information symbol can
be smaller than N f M .
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Figure 8.2 A receiver structure with M branches, where frame-rate sampling is employed at each
branch.
Based on the receiver front-end in Figure 8.2, the discrete signal at the lth path of the
j th frame can be expressed, for the i th information bit, as [7]
rl, j = sTl, j Abi + nl, j , (8.5)
for l = l1, . . . , lM and j = i N f , . . . , (i + 1)N f − 1, where bi = [b(1)i · · · b(K )i ]T , nl, j ∼













. . . 0





In addition, sl, j is a K × 1 vector that is equal to the sum of the desired signal part (SP),
IFI, and MAI terms:
sl, j = s(SP)l, j + s(IFI)l, j + s(MAI)l, j , (8.7)
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with
Al, j = {(n,m) : n ∈ {1, . . . , L}, m ∈ Fi , m = j,
mT f + c(1)m Tc + nTc = jT f + c(1)j Tc + lTc} (8.11)
and
B(k)l, j = {(n,m) : n ∈ {1, . . . , L}, m ∈ Fi ,
mT f + c(k)m Tc + nTc = jT f + c(1)j Tc + lTc} , (8.12)
where Fi = {i N f , . . . , (i + 1)N f − 1} [7].
It is observed from (8.11) that Al, j represents the set of frame and multipath indices
of pulses from user 1 that originate from a frame different from the j th one and collide
with the lth path of the j th pulse of user 1. Similarly, B(k)l, j denotes the set of frame and
path indices of pulses from user k that collide with the lth path of the j th pulse of user
1 [7].
In the following, it is assumed that there exists a guard interval between adjacent
symbols that is equal to the length of the channel impulse response (CIR) so that no
inter-symbol interference (ISI) occurs. Therefore, for bit i , only the interference from
the pulses in the frames of the current symbol i ; namely, from the pulses in frames
i N f , . . . , (i + 1)N f − 1, are taken into account [7]. In addition, a binary modulation
with b(k)i ∈ {−1, 1} is considered in the remainder of the section.
In order to provide intuitive explanations for some of the multiple-access mitigation
algorithms below, the special case of the signal model in (8.5) for single-path channels
can be useful. In that case, α(k)1 = 1 and α(k)l = 0 for l > 1 and ∀k are considered.
Therefore, one sample is collected from each frame, resulting in the following received
signal vector for the 0th symbol of user 1 [6]:
r = [r1,0 r1,1 · · · r1,N f−1]T , (8.13)







1 , k = 1
d (1)j d
(k)
j I{c(k)j =c(1)j } , k = 2, . . . , K
. (8.14)
Here, I{c(k)j =c(1)j } denotes an indicator function that is equal to one if c
(k)
j = c(1)j , and zero
otherwise. It is noted from (8.14) that, for single-path channels, no IFI exists, and the
main source of interference becomes the MAI. The received signal in (8.13) can be
expressed in the vector form as
r = SAb+ n , (8.15)
where b =
[
b(1)0 · · · b(K )0
]T
, n is a K × 1 vector of independent and identically distributed
(i.i.d.) Gaussian noise components, n ∼ N (0 , σ 2n I), and S is the N f × K signature
matrix, the j th row of which is given by sT1, j in (8.14) [6].
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Since IR-UWB systems transmit pulses with a low duty cycle, signals from some of
the users may not collide with the pulses of the desired user. In that case, the signals of
such users can be excluded from the signal model in (8.15), and a simpler model can be
obtained. If K1 is the number of users colliding with the pulses of user 1, the received
signal vector can be expressed as [14]
r = S1A1b1 + n , (8.16)
where b1 is a (K1 + 1)× 1 vector consisting of the information symbols from the first
user and the users colliding with that user, A1 is a diagonal matrix with the first element
being the amplitude of the signal from user 1 and the remaining elements being the
amplitudes of the users’ signals colliding with user 1, and the N f × (K1 + 1) signature
matrix S1 is obtained from S in (8.15) by removing the columns corresponding to
elements that do not collide with the first user [6].
8.1.1.1 Maximum likelihood based detectors
The optimal detector that minimizes the average probability of error is specified by
the maximum likelihood (ML) detector for equally likely information symbols [23].
Specifically, the ML detector selects the information symbols that maximize the log-
likelihood function. The complexity of the ML detector grows exponentially with the
number of users K ; namely, O(2K ) [6,15,24]. In order to provide an alternative detector
with lower complexity, one can consider the samples at instants only when the pulses
from the desired user, user 1, arrives. Then, the following quasi-ML detector can be
obtained [14]:




∥∥∥r− S1A1[b(1) b̃]T∥∥∥2 , (8.17)
where r, S1, and A1 are as in (8.16), and K1 denotes the number of users colliding with
the first user.
It is noted from (8.17) that the complexity of the quasi-ML detector is O(2K1 ), which
can be significantly lower than that of the optimal ML detector when the number of
users colliding with the first user is small. In addition, the quasi-ML detector can be
considered as the optimal detector given the received samples only at the instants when
the pulses from user 1 arrive. However, compared to the ML detector with chip-rate
sampling, the quasi-ML detector suffers from a performance loss [6].
8.1.1.2 Linear detectors
Due to the high computational complexity of ML-based detectors, linear detectors can
be preferred in some applications in order to provide low-complexity solutions with
reasonable performance [6, 25]. A linear detector obtains a linear combination of the
received signal samples, and estimates the information bit as the sign of the combined
samples. Namely,
b̂(1) = sign{θT r} , (8.18)
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where θ represents a weighting vector, and r is the vector of received signal samples.
The performance and complexity of linear receivers depend on the approach for setting
the weighting vector θ, as discussed below.
Pulse discarding detectors
A simple approach to determine the weighting vector in (8.18) is to discard all the
received signal samples that are (significantly) affected by MAI. For example, a blinking
receiver (BR) ignores all the samples that are corrupted by any of the pulses of interfering
users and makes use of only the uncorrupted pulses [14]. Specifically, based on the
received signal model in (8.13), the weighting vector in (8.18) is expressed for a BR as
[θ] j =
{
1 , if [s1, j ]2 = · · · = [s1, j ]K = 0
0 , otherwise
(8.19)
for j = 1, . . . , N f , where [θ] j denotes the j th component of θ.
It should be noted that a BR needs to know which samples are affected by interference
in order to determine the weighting vector in (8.19). In addition, its performance can
degrade in the presence of weak interfering signals colliding with many of the pulses of
the desired user [6]. In other words, since a BR completely ignores the information in the
received signal samples with interference, it can lose useful information in the received
signals as well, especially in weak interference scenarios. Therefore, in some cases, it
can perform worse than the conventional matched filter detector, which is designed for
single user cases and sets θ = 1 [26].
In order to achieve improved performance in the presence of weak interferers, the
chip discriminator, which ignores only the signal samples with significant interference,
can be used [27]. In that case, the weighting vector can be set as follows:
[θ] j =
{
1 , if max
{√
E2
∣∣[s1, j ]2∣∣, . . . ,√EK ∣∣[s1, j ]K ∣∣} < τcd
0 , otherwise
, (8.20)
where τcd is a threshold that is used to determine the significantly corrupted signal
samples [25].
Quasi-decorrelator
Since an IR-UWB system can be regarded as a type of CDMA system, decorrelators can
be employed to mitigate the effects of MAI [14]. A decorrelator is a linear detector that
determines its weighting vector in order to cancel out MAI. In other words, it perfectly
cancels out MAI in the absence of background noise; however, its performance degrades
as the noise power increases [15]. The weighting vector calculation for a decorrelator
requires the inversion of a K × K matrix. However, based on the simplified signal
model in (8.16), which considers only the users that interfere with the desired user, a
simplified version of the decorrelator, called quasi-decorrelator [14], can be defined by
the following weighting vector
θ = S1 s̃decor , (8.21)
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with S1 denoting the signature
matrix in (8.16).
It is noted that the quasi-decorrelator requires the inversion of a (K1 + 1)× (K1 + 1)
matrix, where K1 is the number of users interfering with the desired user. As studied
in reference [14], the quasi-decorrelator can provide significant complexity reduction in
some cases. However, its performance is practically equivalent to that of the BR, and
degrades significantly when the number of users is large [6].
Quasi-MMSE detector
A decorrelator determines the weighting vector in order to cancel out MAI in the absence
of noise. On the other hand, the conventional matched filter detector equally combines
the received signal samples, which is the optimal approach in the absence of MAI.
In the presence of both MAI and noise, the minimum mean-squared error (MMSE)
detector provides an efficient mitigation of both effects [15]. Similar to the decorrelator,
the MMSE detector requires the inversion of a K × K matrix. However, for IR-UWB
systems, the simplified signal model in (8.16) can be used to obtain the quasi-MMSE
detector [14], which is specified by the following weighting vector:
θ = S1 s̃mmse , (8.22)
where s̃mmse represents the first column of
(
ST1 S1 + σ 2n (A1)−2
)−1
.
When the main source of error is MAI, the quasi-MMSE detector and the quasi-
decorrelator have similar performance. On the other hand, when the noise is the main
source of error, the quasi-MMSE detector performs similarly to the conventional matched
filter detector.
Optimal and suboptimal schemes for multipath channels
Although the linear detectors above are explained based on the simplified signal model
in (8.16), high time resolution of UWB signals results in a large number of multipath
components in practice. Therefore, IR-UWB receivers need to combine not only the
signals in different frames but also the multipath components in each frame efficiently
in order to achieve low error rates. To that aim, a Rake receiver as shown in Figure 8.2
can be employed to collect signal samples from M multipath components in each frame.
It should be noted that since there are a large number L of multipath components in
typical UWB channels, M is commonly smaller than L due to complexity constraints.
Such Rake receivers that combine only a subset of the multipath components are called
selective Rake receivers [28]. In a selective Rake receiver, it is important to optimally
select M of the multipath components that are used at the receiver branches in Figure 8.2;
this is called the finger selection problem [29]. After selecting the multipath components,
it is also important to combine the signal samples optimally. In this part, it is assumed
that finger selection has already been performed, and the aim is to obtain various linear
detector structures with various performance and complexity.
Optimal linear MMSE detector First, the optimal linear detector for user 1 is obtained
according to the MMSE criterion. Consider the received signal samples rl, j in (8.5) for
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l ∈ L = {l1, . . . , lM} and j ∈ {1, . . . , N f }, and let r represent an N × 1 vector consisting









i=1 mi = N denotes the total number of samples, with N ≤ M N f [7]. From
(8.5), r can be expressed as1
r = SAb+ n , (8.24)
where A and b are as in (8.5) and n ∼ N (0 , σ 2n I). Also, S denotes a signature matrix,


























Based on (8.7)–(8.10), S can be expressed as S = S(SP) + S(IFI) + S(MAI). Then, after


















, with 1m denoting an m × 1 vector of all ones, and e






n for (l, j) ∈ C [7]. The
received signal samples in (8.26) can also be expressed as the summation of the signal
and the total noise terms as follows [7]:






(α+ e) , (8.28)
w = S(MAI)Ab+ n . (8.29)
For the signal model in (8.27), the optimal weights in (8.18) according to the MMSE
criterion are given by
θ = (ββT + Rw)−1 β = c R−1w β , (8.30)
where Rw = E{wwT } and c = (1+ SINR)−1, with SINR = βT R−1w β denoting the
signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio [15]. Note that the correlation matrix Rw can




)T + σ 2n I . (8.31)
It is noted from (8.30) and (8.31) that the calculation of the MMSE weighting vector
requires the inversion of an N × N matrix, which can result in high computational
1 The symbol index i is dropped from bi for notational convenience.
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complexity when the number of frames and/or the number of receiver branches (Rake
fingers) is large [30].
Two-step MMSE detector In order to reduce the complexity of the linear MMSE
detector specified by (8.18) and (8.30), a two-step MMSE combining approach can be
considered [7]. In that case, the received signal samples r in (8.23) are first grouped into
N1 vectors as
rn = b(1)βn + wn , (8.32)
for n = 1, . . . , N1. Then, the samples in each group are combined according to the







βn = cnR−1wn βn , (8.33)
where cn = (1+ βTn R−1wn βn)−1 and Rwn = E{wnwTn } . In the second step, the combined
samples, θT1 r1, . . . , θ
T
N1 rN1 , are combined again according to the MMSE criterion. In
order to formulate the second step, let r̂ denote the set of combined samples at the end
of the first step; that is,
r̂ = [θT1 r1 · · · θTN1 rN1]T , (8.34)
which can be expressed as
r̂ = b(1)β̂+ ŵ , (8.35)
with β̂ = [θT1 β1 · · · θTN1βN1 ]T and ŵ = [θT1 w1 · · · θTN1 wN1 ]T . Then, the symbol estimate
is obtained as
b̂(1) = sgn{γT r̂} , (8.36)






β̂ = ĉ R−1ŵ β̂ , (8.37)
with Rŵ = E{ŵŵT } [7]. It is noted from (8.33)–(8.37) that the two-step MMSE com-
bining approach results in computational complexity reduction compared to the MMSE
detector specified by (8.18) and (8.30). Specifically, it can be shown that the complexity
of the former is O(N 1.8) whereas it is O(N 3) for the latter [30]. This complexity reduc-
tion is accompanied by performance degradation in general, since each group ignores
the information about the other groups in the first step of the two-step MMSE detector.
However, whenever the noise samples in w1, . . . ,wN1 of (8.32) are mutually uncorre-
lated, the two-step MMSE detector becomes the optimal linear detector, as discussed in
reference [7]. In other words, the two-step MMSE detector is optimal when the corre-
lation matrix Rw in (8.31) has a block diagonal structure. When the correlation matrix
does not have such a structure, grouping the highly correlated samples into the same
group to obtain a “near block diagonal” structure can increase the performance of the
two-step MMSE detector. To that aim, the following grouping algorithm is proposed in
reference [7]:
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1. S = {1, . . . , N }
2. for i = 1 : N1 − 1
3. Choose a random sample s from S
4. S = S − {s}
5. S̃i = {s}
6. for j = 1 : N̂i − 1




8. S̃i = S̃i ∪ {l̃}
9. S = S − {l̃}
10. S̃N1 = S
where N̂i denotes the number of samples in group i , for i = 1, . . . , N1, and the correla-




which is used as a measure for the level of correlation between any two samples. This
low-complexity grouping algorithm begins with a random sample for each group, and
then chooses the most correlated samples from the available index set S to form a group
of highly correlated samples. Then, the resulting sets of indices S̃1, . . . , S̃N1 specify the
groups of received signal samples to be combined in the first step of the two-step MMSE
detector.
The idea behind the two-step MMSE detector can also be employed for multistep
MMSE detectors. In other words, the received signal samples can be combined in more
than two steps as well in order to achieve further reduction in computational complexity.
However, performance degradation becomes more significant as the number of steps
increases.
Optimal frame combining (OFC) detector In order to propose a two-step linear detector
with lower computational complexity than the two-step MMSE detector, one can consider
the OFC detector proposed in reference [31]. The OFC detector first combines the
multipath components in each frame according to the maximal ratio combining (MRC)
criterion, which is suboptimal in general, and then combines those combined samples
in different frames according to the optimal linear MMSE criterion. Mathematically, the












where θ̂i N f , . . . , θ̂(i+1)N f−1 are the MMSE weights for the i th bit, and L = {l1, . . . , lM }
represents the set of multipath components utilized at the receiver [31].
Optimal multipath combining (OMC) detector The OMC detector is the complement
of the OFC detector in the sense that it combines, for each multipath component, the
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2−step MMSE w/ Grouping
2−step MMSE w/o Grouping
Conventional
Figure 8.3 Bit error probability (BEP) versus signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for the optimal,
conventional, and two-step algorithms in a 5-user IR-UWB system over the channel, where
Nc = 10, N f = 8, L = {1, 2, 3, 4}, and Ek = 1 ∀k ( c© 2006 IEEE) [30].
received signal samples from different frames suboptimally via equal gain combining
(EGC), and then combines the combined samples for different multipath components










where θ̃l1 , . . . , θ̃lM are the MMSE weights [31].
In order to compare the performance of the linear detectors studied in this section,
consider the downlink of an IR-UWB system with five users (K = 5), where Ek =
1 ∀k [30]. The number of chips per frame, Nc, is equal to 10 and the discrete CIR
is given by α(k) = [−0.4019 0.5403 0.1069− 0.0479 0.0608 0.0005] ∀k [32]. The TH
sequences and polarity codes of the users are selected from uniform distributions, and
the results are averaged over different realizations. For the two-step MMSE detector, the
numbers of samples in the groups are chosen to be equal. In the first scenario, N1 = 2,
N f = 8, and L = {1, 2, 3, 4}; i.e., only the first four multipath components are utilized
at the receiver. Figure 8.3 illustrates the bit error probability (BEP) versus signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) for the optimal linear MMSE, the conventional,2 and the two-step
MMSE (with and without grouping) receivers. It is observed that the performance of
the two-step MMSE receiver is close to that of the optimal linear MMSE receiver, and
the conventional receiver, which combines the multipath components via MRC and the
2 The conventional detector combines different multipath components via MRC and different frame compo-
nents via EGC.
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Figure 8.4 BEP versus SNR for the optimal, conventional, and two-step algorithms for various
values of N1, where the same parameters are used as in Figure 8.3 ( c© 2006 IEEE) [30].
frame components via EGC, has the worst performance. In addition, the advantage of
grouping is observed for the two-step MMSE detector [30].
Next, the same parameters as in the previous scenario are considered, and the per-
formance of the two-step MMSE detector with grouping is investigated for various
numbers of groups, N1, in Figure 8.4. As the number of groups increases, the algorithm
gets more suboptimal due to the fact that the MMSE combining in each group ignores
the information about the other groups. However, as N1 gets close to N , which is 32 in
this case, the detector starts performing better, since the MMSE combining in the second
step becomes more effective (e.g., N1 = 16 performs better than N1 = 8). In fact, for
N1 = N , the two-step MMSE detector reduces to the optimal linear MMSE detector,
since there occurs no combining in the first step since each group consists of a single
sample in that case [7].
Finally, the performance of the two-step MMSE detector, the OMC detector, and the
OFC detector is compared for N f = N1 = 5 and L = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}. Figure 8.5 shows
that the two-step MMSE detector performs better than the OMC and OFC detectors as
the optimal MMSE criterion is employed in both steps of the two-step MMSE detector
whereas the OMC and OFC detectors employ EGC and MRC, respectively, in their first
steps [7].
8.1.1.3 Iterative algorithms
Iterative MUD algorithms exchange soft information, in the form of posterior probabil-
ities, between MUD and channel decoding units in order to provide low-complexity and
near-optimal demodulation in coded multiple-access channels [6, 33]. This turbo prin-
ciple of iteration among the two decision units, i.e., soft MUD and soft channel decoding,
can also be used for IR-UWB systems that employ any kind of channel coding [34–38].
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Figure 8.5 BEP versus SNR for the optimal, conventional, OMC, OFC, and two-step MMSE
receivers, where N f = N1 = 5, L = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, and all the other parameters are the same as
in Figure 8.4 ( c© 2006 IEEE) [30].
In reference [35], a low-complexity iterative receiver is proposed for convolutionally
coded IR-UWB systems, which is mainly composed of pulse correlators, soft interfer-
ence canceler-likelihood calculators (SICLCs), soft-input soft-output (SISO) channel
decoders, interleavers, and deinterleavers. The pulse correlator for user k correlates the
received signal r (t) with the received pulse prx(t), and sends the correlation outputs to
the SICLC unit. In the SICLC unit for user k, the total interference from all other users
is calculated based on the soft information provided by the SISO channel decoders, and
is subtracted from the correlation output corresponding to user k [6]. Then, based on
the resulting output for user k, the log-likelihood ratio (LLR) for bit k is obtained by a
single-user likelihood calculator [35]. That LLR forms the soft (extrinsic) information
to be delivered to the kth SISO channel decoder, which uses it as the a priori information
and calculates an update of LLRs for the coded bits based on the code constraint. Then,
those updated LLRs are sent to the SICLC block for the next iteration. After a number
of iterations, the bit decisions are obtained based on the LLRs calculated by the SISO
channel decoders [6, 35].
Although the iterative multiuser detectors for CDMA systems can be applied to IR-
UWB systems [34–38], iterative algorithms that exploit the special structure of IR-UWB
signaling can result in low-complexity receivers [14,39]. Specifically, iterative multiuser
detectors can be designed for IR-UWB systems by regarding the IR-UWB signaling
structure as a concatenated coding system, where the inner code is the modulation
and the outer code is the repetition code. In reference [39], a low-complexity iterative
receiver, called the pulse-symbol iterative detector, is proposed for IR-UWB systems
over frequency selective channels. In order to describe this detector in more detail,
let Lk = {lk1 , . . . , lkM}, with lkm ∈ {1, 2, . . . , L} and M ≤ L , denote the indices of the
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Figure 8.6 The general structure of the multiuser receiver in reference [39], where prx(t) denotes
the received UWB pulse.
signal paths the receiver samples for user k, and r (k)l, j represent the received sample
corresponding to the j th pulse of the kth user via the lth signal path (see Figure 8.6). In
addition, the receiver combines the samples from the M multipath components in each
frame via MRC for each user, and the resulting combined sample in the j th frame of







r (k)m, j , (8.41)
where α(k)
lkm
is the channel coefficient for the lkm th path of user k. Based on the signal
samples in (8.41), the pulse-symbol detector performs iterations between pulse detector
and symbol detector stages in order to estimates the information symbols of the users
[39].
Pulse detector In this stage, different pulses from the same user are assumed to cor-
respond to independent information symbols. In other words, although it is known a
priori that b(k)(i−1)N f+1 = · · · = b
(k)
i N f for all k ∈ {1, . . . , K }, the pulse detector ignores this
information, where b(k)j represents the information symbol carried by the j th pulse of
the kth user. At the nth iteration, the pulse detector calculates the a posteriori LLR of
b(k)j , given r̃
(k)
j in (8.41), the information about the transmitted pulses from other users,
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for j = 1, . . . , N f and k = 1, . . . , K , where f
(
r̃ (k)j | b(k)j = i
)
is the likelihood of the
j th combined sample for the kth user given that the transmitted symbol is equal to i . It










) = λn−12 (b(k)j ) , (8.44)









r̃ (k)j | b(k)j = −1
) = λn1 (b(k)j ) . (8.45)
Explicit expressions are provided in reference [39] for calculating the a posteriori LLR
in (8.43).
Symbol detector The symbol detector utilizes the fact that b(k)(i−1)N f+1 = · · · = b
(k)
i N f
for all k ∈ {1, . . . , K }. Therefore, it calculates the a posteriori LLR of b(k)j given the
extrinsic information from the pulse detector, and given b(k)(i−1)N f+1 = · · · = b
(k)
i N f for all
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where the constraints are b(k)(i−1)N f+1 = · · · = b
(k)
i N f for every k ∈ {1, . . . , K }. It is
observed from (8.46) that the a posteriori LLR at the output of the symbol detector




, and the extrinsic






, which is obtained from the information
about all the pulses except for the j th pulse of the kth user. In the next iteration, this
information is fed back to the pulse detector as a priori information on the j th pulse of
the kth user [39].
The complexity of the pulse-symbol detector described above depends considerably
on the number of pulses per information symbol, N f . In some cases, an increase in N f
can increase the computational complexity significantly. Therefore, two low-complexity
implementations are proposed in reference [39]. The first one is based on approximating
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Figure 8.7 BEP versus SNR for various receivers ( c© 2008 IEEE) [39].
a part of the MAI by a Gaussian random variable, whereas the second one is based
on soft interference cancelation. In Figure 8.7, the average probabilities of error are
plotted versus SNR for both algorithms, where the labels “LC” and “SIC” correspond to
the first and the second algorithms, respectively. In the simulations for Figure 8.7, 100
realizations of channel model 1 (CM-1) in the UWB indoor channel model reported by
the IEEE 802.15.3a task group are used [40], and the uplink of a synchronous IR-UWB
system with N f = 5, Nc = 250, and a bandwidth of 0.5 GHz is considered. Also, the
TH sequences are generated uniformly over {0, 1, . . . , Nc − L − 1} in order to prevent
IFI [39]. In addition, a five-user environment is considered (i.e., K = 5), where the
first user is assumed to be the user of interest. Each interfering user is modeled to
have 10 dB more power than the user of interest so as to investigate an MAI-limited
scenario. In all the receivers, the first 25 multipath components are employed; that is,
L1 = {1, . . . , 25}. It is observed from Figure 8.7 that the error rates of the proposed
detectors are considerably lower than those of the MRC-Rake, which refers to the
performance of a conventional MRC-Rake receiver as in reference [41]. In addition,
just after two iterations, the performance of the proposed detectors gets very close to
that of a single-user system. Furthermore, the low-complexity implementation based
on the Gaussian approximation outperforms the low-complexity implementation based
on soft interference cancelation after the first iteration, which is a price paid for the
lower complexity of the latter algorithm. However, after two iterations, both detectors
perform very closely to the single-user bound. As another example, the performance
of the detectors that employ only the first five multipath components (that is, L1 =
{1, 2, 3, 4, 5}) is investigated in Figure 8.8. The iterative detectors can still perform
very closely to the single-user bound, whereas the MRC-Rake experiences an error
floor [39].
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Figure 8.8 BEP versus SNR for various receivers ( c© 2008 IEEE) [39].
8.1.1.4 Other approaches for receiver design
In addition to the ML based, linear, and iterative detectors discussed above, the following
approaches can also be employed for MAI mitigation in UWB systems:
Frequency domain approaches
Instead of processing the received signal samples in the time domain, one can take the
Fourier transform of the signal samples, and perform MAI mitigation in the frequency
domain as well [42–45]. In reference [42], an IR-UWB system that employs PPM is
considered, and the Fourier transform of the received signal is taken by correlating the
received signal with sinusoidal waveforms at different center frequencies. In this way,
the problem of estimating the pulse positions in the time domain is converted into a phase
estimation problem in the frequency domain, which results in a linear signal model.
Then, typical linear detectors, such as the MMSE detector and the decorrelator, can be
employed [6, 25]. The study in reference [43] extends the results in reference [42] to
multipath channels. In addition, reference [45] proposes an ML detector in the frequency
domain by exploiting the frequency correlation of MAI in direct sequence (DS) UWB
systems.
Subspace approaches
Projection of a received signal vector onto a lower dimensional signal subspace can
facilitate detector design with low computational complexity [25]. For example, the
implementation of the optimal linear MMSE detector studied in Section 8.1.1.2 can be
simplified by determining a low-rank subspace spanned by the columns of the covariance
matrix. One way to achieve this rank-reduction is via principal component analysis
[46, 47], which uses the eigen-decomposition of the covariance matrix to determine a
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signal subspace spanned by the eigenvectors associated with the largest eigenvalues and
a noise subspace spanned by the eigenvectors associated with the remaining eigenvalues.
Then, the received signal vector is projected onto this signal subspace [6]. The application
of this subspace approach to IR-UWB systems is studied in reference [48]. Another
technique for rank-reduction is the multistage Wiener filter (MSWF) approach [49,50],
which does not require any eigen-decomposition, and commonly outperforms the other
rank-reduction approaches [51].
Subtractive interference cancelation
In this approach, the aim is to estimate the MAI and to subtract it from the received
signal [15,16,52]. One way of implementing this approach is to use successive interfer-
ence cancelation, which estimates the interference due to each user and subtracts it from
the received signal sequentially. In reference [53], successive interference cancelation
is employed for UWB systems, by ranking the users according to their post-detection
SNRs, and subtracting signal estimates sequentially (starting from the strongest user)
from the received signal. Also, a partial Rake receiver is used to collect the energy of
different multipath components [25]. Another study on subtractive interference cance-
lation for UWB system can be found in reference [54], which regenerates the interfering
signals via a low-complexity partial Rake receiver. In addition to successive interference
cancelation, the parallel interference cancelation approach detects all the signals in par-
allel and subtracts the interference estimate for each user (sum of all the signal estimates
except for the desired user’s) from the received signal. This procedure can be repeated a
number of times in order to achieve improved performance, by using the results of the
previous step to regenerate the interference [6]. Finally, the multistage detection and the
decision feedback approaches can also be employed for MAI mitigation [15].
Blind approaches
For detectors that assume the knowledge of received signal parameters, such as the
correlation matrix in (8.31), training sequences need to be used in practice in order to
estimate those parameters before the detector can be implemented. On the other hand,
blind detectors do not assume the knowledge of received signal parameters except for
the signature vector and the timing of only the desired user and do not employ any
training sequences [25, 55]. An example of the blind interference cancelation approach
is the minimum variance (MV) detector, which aims to minimize the output variance
with respect to a certain code-based constraint in order to estimate the desired user’s
signal while canceling the multiuser interference [56]. As another example, the power
of R (POR) technique can be considered, which takes the power of the data covariance
matrix to virtually increase the SNR [57]. In fact, the MV detector can be regarded as a
special case of the POR detector [25].
8.1.2 Coding design for MAI mitigation
In the previous sections, MAI mitigation is achieved via various signal processing
algorithms at the receiver. In this section, the effects of coding design on the mitigation
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of MAI are investigated. In particular, the design of TH sequences and/or polarity codes
in (8.1) is studied from a perspective of MAI mitigation.
8.1.2.1 Time-hopping sequence design
For synchronous IR-UWB systems over flat fading channels, it is possible to design Nc
orthogonal TH sequences and to perform MAI-free communications, where Nc is the
number of chips per frame in (8.1). Specifically, TH sequences can be chosen to satisfy
c(k1)j = c(k2)j for k1 = k2 and for all j . One way of designing orthogonal TH sequences
is based on the use of congruence equations [25, 58, 59]. In particular, linear, quadratic,
cubic, and hyperbolic congruence codes (LCC, QCC, CCC, and HCC) can be used for
TH sequences in IR-IWB systems. For instance, a variant of linear congruence codes
can be expressed as [58]
c(k)j = (k + j − 1) mod (Nc) , (8.47)
for j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , N f − 1} and k ∈ {1, . . . , Nc}, where mod denotes the modulo opera-
tor. Based on the code construction technique in (8.47), it becomes possible to accommo-
date Nc orthogonal users in a synchronous IR-UWB system for flat fading channels [6].
Due to the high time resolution of UWB signals, IR-UWB systems commonly operate
over frequency selective channels. Therefore, the TH sequence design techniques, such as
that in (8.47), need to be generalized by considering the multipath characteristics of UWB
channel channels. In references [60, 61], the following TH sequence design approach is
proposed for synchronous IR-UWB systems over frequency selective environments:
c(k)j =
(





mod (Nc) , (8.48)
for j = 0, 1, . . . , N f − 1 and k = 1, 2, . . . , Nc, where D = τd/Tc + 1, with τd being
the maximum excess delay, and . and . denoting the integer floor and integer ceiling
operations, respectively. In addition, the number of pulses per symbol is selected as N f =
Nc/D so that the multipath components do not destroy the orthogonal construction, and
it is possible to perform MAI-free communications for K ≤ N f [6].
In some applications, IR-UWB systems can have users with different numbers of
pulses per information symbol in order to satisfy certain quality of service (QoS)
requirements [62]. In other words, N f in (8.1) can vary from user to user. In those
scenarios, in order to facilitate the design of orthogonal TH sequences, one can consider
a more general IR-UWB signaling structure, where the constraint of inserting pulses
into certain frame intervals is removed [6, 60]. If N (k)f denotes the number of pulses per
information symbol of the kth user, a common symbol duration can be defined in terms






f . Then, the following TH sequence construction
algorithm can be employed [60]:
1. for k = 1 : K
2. c(k) = rand(S, N (k)f )
3. S = S − c(k)
4. end
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Figure 8.9 Block diagram of the transmitter for user k in a PCTH system.
where S = {1, . . . , N ′c}, c(k) = rand(S, N (k)f ) chooses N (k)f random elements from the
set S and inserts them into the vector c(k), and S − c(k) denotes the exclusion of the
elements of c(k) from the set S.
For scenarios in which the users’ signals are not synchronized, it may not be possible to
design orthogonal TH sequences. Then, the aim becomes designing TH sequences with
good autocorrelation and cross-correlation properties. Due to the similarity between
the design of time-hopping and frequency hopping codes, LCC, QCC, CCC, and HCC
can be employed for IR-UWB systems [63]. The analysis in reference [60] indicates
that QCC have reasonably good cross-correlation and autocorrelation characteristics
compared to the other options [6].
8.1.2.2 Pseudo-chaotic time-hopping
Another approach for MAI mitigation via code design is the pseudo-chaotic time-
hopping (PCTH) for IR-UWB systems [64]. In this approach, a pseudo-chaotic encoder
driven by i.i.d. binary information symbols determines the frame (also called “slot”)
in which the pulses of a given user are transmitted. In addition, signature sequences
specific to users are employed in order to mitigate the effects of MAI. A simplified
block diagram of the transmitter for user k is illustrated in Figure 8.9. Specifically, the






t − lTc − c̃(k)i T f
)
, t ∈ [0, Ts) , (8.49)
where Ts is the symbol interval, which is divided into N f frames each with duration
T f , the frame duration T f consists of Nc chips (i.e., T f = NcTc), d̃ (k)l ∈ {0, 1} is the
signature for user k, and c̃(k)i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , N f − 1} is the output of the pseudo-chaotic
encoder that is determined by the incoming sequence of information bits. It is noted
that each user transmits its pulses in one frame depending on the value of c̃(k)i , which
is different from the conventional IR-UWB scheme in which each user transmits one
pulse per frame. In a PCTH system, if two users transmit their pulses in different frames,
there occurs no interference; however, if they send their pulses in the same frame, the
pulses can overlap, but the effects of this overlap can be reduced by a careful design of
the users’ signature sequences d̃ (k)l , for l ∈ {0, 1, . . . , Nc − 1}, and k = 1, . . . , K [6].
In a typical PCTH system, the i.i.d. information bits are stored in an M-bit shift
register, and the state of the system is represented by
x = 0.b1b2 . . . bM =
M∑
i=1
2−i bi , (8.50)
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Figure 8.10 Block diagram of the receiver for user k in a PCTH system.
where bi ∈ {0, 1}, and x ∈ I = [0, 1]. Dividing the interval I into I0 = [0, 0.5) and
I1 = [0.5, 1], the binary information bits are assigned to different intervals, which
implies that if a pulse is in the first half of a symbol interval, information 0 is being
transmitted and if it is in the second half, a 1 is being transmitted. Dividing the symbol
interval into N f = 2M slots, the pulse can reside in any of the N f positions in the symbol
interval. For each new information bit, the binary bits in the representation of state x
in (8.50) are shifted leftwards by discarding the old most significant bit (MSB), b1, and
assigning the new bit as the least significant bit (LSB), bM [6, 64].
In Figure 8.10, a block diagram of the PCTH receiver is illustrated, which mainly
consists of a pulse correlator, transversal matched filter, a pulse-position demodula-
tor (PPD), and a threshold detector [66]. First, the received signal is correlated with
the pulse shape and the correlator output is sampled at the chip rate. Then, the chip
rate samples are fed into a digital transversal matched filter implemented by a tapped
delay line [65]. After that, the PPD selects the largest sample among N f samples at
the output of the matched filter. Finally, the bit estimate is obtained via a threshold
detector [66].
One of the advantages of IR-UWB systems with PCTH is the random distribution of
inter-pulse intervals, which results in a smooth PSD of the transmitted signal. On the
other hand, the main disadvantage is related to the self interference from the pulses of
a given user, which can be significant in multipath channels, since all the pulses are
transmitted in the same frame interval. In addition, the synchronization can be difficult
since PCTH results in aperiodic TH sequences as the pulse positions depend on the
incoming information symbols [6].
8.1.2.3 Multistage block-spreading (MSBS)
In a conventional IR-UWB system as in (8.1), each symbol is transmitted via N f pulses,
where each pulse resides in a frame interval of duration T f that consists of Nc chips. For
the TH sequence design studies in Section 8.1.2.1, the number of chips per frame, Nc,
is considered as the upper limit on the number of users that can operate over flat fading
channels without any MAI. However, the polarity codes, d (k)j in (8.1) can also be utilized
to increase the multiple-access capability of an IR-UWB system. In particular, the
total processing gain of an IR-UWB system can be expressed N f Nc, assuming UWB
pulses with duration Tc, which implies a significantly larger multiuser capacity [67].
The multistage block-spreading (MSBS) approach in reference [9] utilizes this large
user capacity of IR-UWB systems by means of polarity codes in addition to the TH
sequences [6]. Therefore, it has the advantage of supporting many more active users
compared to the approaches in the previous sections.
In the MSBS approach, when the total number of users satisfies K ≤ N f Nc, a TH
sequence is assigned to a group of K/Nc (or K/Nc) users. Then, the polarity codes
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Figure 8.11 Spectrum crossover between narrowband and UWB systems.
(forming a “multiuser address”) are used to distinguish among the users in the same
group. In addition, the users in different groups are separated by their TH sequences.
Therefore, the same polarity codes can be assigned to the users in different groups. By
this joint use of the TH sequence and the polarity codes, N f Nc orthogonal user signals
can be constructed [6, 9].
In an MSBS IR-UWB system, the transmitter first spreads a block of symbols, and
then performs chip-interleaving. In this way, the mutual orthogonality between different
users can be preserved even for multipath channels. At the receiver, the received signal
is despread by a linear filtering stage, which essentially reduces the multiple-access
channel into a set of single-user ISI channels. Then, an equalizer can be used for a
given user before the symbol detection without any need for additional multiuser signal
processing [6, 9].
8.2 Mitigation of narrowband interference (NBI)
UWB systems operate at a very low power over extremely wide frequency bands (wider
than 500 MHz), where various narrowband (NB) technologies also operate with much
higher power levels, as illustrated in Figure 8.11. Although NB signals interfere with only
a small fraction of the UWB spectrum, due to their relatively high power with respect
to the UWB signal, they might affect the performance and capacity of UWB systems
considerably [68]. The recent studies show that the bit-error-rate (BER) performance of
UWB receivers is greatly degraded due to the impact of NBI [69–74]. Therefore, either
UWB transmitters should avoid transmission over the spectra of strong NB interferers, or
UWB receivers should employ NBI suppression techniques to preserve the performance,
capacity, and range of UWB communications.
NBI mitigation has been studied extensively for wideband systems such as direct
sequence spread spectrum (DSSS)-based CDMA communications, and for broadband
orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) systems that operate in unlicensed
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frequency bands. In CDMA systems, NBI is partially handled by the processing gain
as well as by employing interference cancelation techniques. Approaches including
notch filtering [75], linear and nonlinear predictive techniques [76–80], adaptive meth-
ods [81–84], MMSE detectors [85, 86], and transform domain techniques [87–91] are
investigated extensively for interference suppression. NBI cancelation and avoidance in
OFDM systems are studied in [92–95]. Compared to the cases of CDMA and OFDM,
NBI suppression in UWB is a more challenging problem because of the restricted power
transmission and the higher number of NB interferers due to the extremely wide band-
width occupied by a UWB system. More significantly, in carrier modulated wideband
systems, before demodulating the received signal both the desired wideband and the
NB interfering signals are down-converted to the baseband, and the baseband signal is
sampled at least with the Nyquist rate, which enables the use of various efficient NBI
cancelation algorithms based on advanced digital signal processing techniques. In UWB,
on the other hand, this kind of an approach requires a very high sampling frequency,
which results in high power consumption and increases the receiver cost. In addition
to the high sampling rate, the analog-to-digital-converter (ADC) must support a very
large dynamic range to resolve the signal from the strong NB interferers. Currently, such
ADCs are far from being practical. An alternative method to suppress NBI applied in
wideband systems is to use analog notch filters. To be employed in UWB, this method
requires a number of NB analog filter banks, since the frequency and power of the NB
interferers can be various. Also, adaptive implementation of the analog filters is not
straightforward. Therefore, employing analog filtering increases the complexity, cost,
and size of UWB receivers. As a result, many of the NBI suppression techniques applied
to other wideband systems are either not applicable to UWB, or the complexities of
those methods are too high for the UWB receiver requirements.
In the remainder of this section, first, appropriate models for UWB and narrowband
systems will be introduced. Later, techniques for avoiding NBI in UWB systems includ-
ing multiband/multicarrier transmission and pulse shaping will be reviewed. Finally,
some important NBI cancelation methods that might be applied to UWB systems will
be addressed.
8.2.1 UWB and narrowband system models
It is necessary to investigate the models of the UWB signal and narrowband interferers
for a thorough understanding of NBI effects on UWB systems. Considering a binary





ptx(t − jTf − c j Tc − a δ) , (8.51)
where ptx denotes the transmitted UWB pulse, Tf is the pulse repetition duration, c j is
the TH code in the j th frame, Tc is the chip time, δ is the pulse position offset regarding
BPPM, and a represents the data, which is a binary number.
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Depending on its type, the NBI can be modeled in various ways. For example, it can
be considered to consist of a single tone interferer, which can be modeled as
i(t) = γ
√
2Pcos(2π fct + φi ) , (8.52)
where γ is the channel gain, P is the average power, fc is the frequency of the sinusoid,
and φ is the phase.
NBI can also be thought of as the effect of a band limited interferer, then the corres-
ponding model is a zero-mean Gaussian random process, and its PSD is as follows:
Si ( f ) =
{
Pint , fc − B2 ≤ | f | ≤ fc + B2
0 , otherwise
, (8.53)
where B, fc, and Pint are the bandwidth, center frequency, and PSD of the interferer,
respectively.
Since the NB signal has a bandwidth much smaller than the coherence bandwidth
of the channel, the time domain samples of the NBI are highly correlated with each
other. Therefore, for the investigation of the NB interferers, the correlation functions
are of primary interest, rather than the time- or frequency domain representations. The
correlation functions corresponding to the single tone and band-limited cases can be
written as
Ri (τ ) = Pi |γ |2 cos(2π fcτ ) , (8.54)
Ri (τ ) = 2Pint B cos(2π fcτ ) sinc(Bτ ) , (8.55)
respectively. The resulting correlation matrices for the kth and lth interference samples
are [97]






2π fc(τk − τl)
)
(8.56)
for the single tone interferer, and











− cos (2π fc(τk − τl − δ)) sinc(B(τk − τl − δ))
− cos (2π fc(τk − τl + δ)) sinc(B(τk − τl + δ)) ] (8.57)
for the case of band-limited interference, where |Wr ( fc)|2 is the PSD of the received
signal at the frequency fc.
Another strong candidate for UWB communications besides the impulse radio is the
multicarrier approach, which can be implemented using OFDM. OFDM has become a
very popular technology for wireless communications due to its special features such
as robustness against multipath interference, ability to allow frequency diversity with
the use of efficient forward error correction (FEC) coding, and ability to provide high
bandwidth efficiency. A strong motivation for employing OFDM in UWB applications
is its resistance to NBI, and its ability to turn the transmission on and off on separate
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subcarriers depending on the level of interference. The NBI models that can be consid-
ered for OFDM include one or more tone interferers, as well as a zero-mean Gaussian
random process that occupies certain subcarriers along with white noise as
Sn(κ) =
{ Ni+Nw




where κ is the subcarrier index, κ1 is the index of the first occupied subcarrier, κ2 is the
index of the last occupied subcarrier, and Ni/2 and Nw/2 are the spectral densities of
the narrowband interferer and white noise, respectively.
8.2.2 NBI avoidance
NBI can be avoided at the receiver by properly designing the transmitted UWB waveform.
If the statistics of NBI are known, the transmitter can adjust the transmission parameters
appropriately. NBI avoidance can be achieved in various ways, and it depends on the
type of access technology.
8.2.2.1 Multi-carrier approach
The multi-carrier approach can be one way of avoiding NBI. OFDM, which was men-
tioned in the previous section, is a well-known example for multi-carrier techniques. In
OFDM-based UWB, NBI can be avoided easily by an adaptive OFDM system design.
Since NBI will corrupt only some subcarriers in the OFDM spectrum, only the infor-
mation transmitted over those frequencies will be affected from the interference. If
the interfered subcarriers can be identified, transmission over those subcarriers can be
avoided. In addition, by sufficient FEC and frequency interleaving, jamming resistance
against NBI can also be obtained.
At the OFDM receiver, the signal is received along with noise and interference. After
synchronization and removal of the cyclic prefix, FFT is applied to convert the time-
domain received samples to the frequency domain signal. The received signal at the κth
subcarrier of the mth OFDM symbol can then be written as
Ym,κ = Sm,κ Hm,κ + Im,κ +Wm,κ︸ ︷︷ ︸
NBI+AWGN
, (8.59)
where Sm,κ is the transmitted symbol which is obtained from a finite set (e.g., QPSK or
QAM), Hm,κ is the value of the channel frequency response, Im,κ is the NBI, and Wm,κ
denotes the uncorrelated Gaussian noise samples.
In OFDM, in order to identify the interfered subcarriers, the transmitter requires a
feedback from the receiver. The receiver should have the ability to identify those inter-
fered subcarriers. Once the receiver estimates those subcarriers, the relevant information
will be sent back to the transmitter. The transmitter will then adjust the transmission
accordingly. Note that in such a scenario, the interference statistics need to be constant
for a certain period of time. If the interference statistics change rapidly, by the time
the transmitter receives feedback, and adjusts the transmission parameters, the receiver
might observe different interference characteristics.
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The feedback information can be various, including the interfered subcarrier index,
in some cases the amount of interference on these subcarriers, and the center frequency
and the bandwidth of the NBI. The identification of the interfered subcarriers can
also be various. One simple technique is to look at the average signal power in each
subcarrier, and to compare it against a threshold. If the average received signal power of a
subcarrier is larger than the threshold, that channel can be regarded as severely interfered
by NBI.
8.2.2.2 Multiband schemes
Similar to the multicarrier approach, multiband schemes are also considered for avoid-
ing NBI. Rather than employing a UWB radio that uses the entire 7.5 GHz band to
transmit information, the spectrum can be divided into smaller subbands by exploiting
the flexibility of the FCC definition of the minimum bandwidth of 500 MHz [17]. The
combination of these subbands can be used freely for optimizing the system perfor-
mance. By splitting the spectrum into smaller chunks that are still larger than 500 MHz,
NBI can be avoided, and better coexistence with other wireless systems can be achieved.
A multiband approach will also enable worldwide inter-operability of the UWB devices,
as the spectral allocation for UWB could possibly be different in different parts of the
world. In multiband systems, information on each of the subbands can be transmitted
using either single-carrier (pulse-based) or multicarrier (OFDM) techniques.
8.2.2.3 Pulse shaping
Another technique for avoiding NBI is pulse shaping. As can be seen in (8.56) and (8.57),
the effect of interference is directly related to the spectral characteristics of the receiver
template pulse waveform. That means that, if the transmission at the frequencies where
NBI is present can be avoided, the influence of interference on the received signal can
be mitigated significantly. Therefore, designing the transmitted pulse shape properly,
such that the transmission at some specific frequencies is omitted, NBI avoidance can be
realized. An excellent example for the implementation of this approach is the Gaussian
doublet [98]. A Gaussian doublet, representing one bit, consists of a pair of narrow
Gaussian pulses with opposite polarities. Considering the time delay Td between the
pulses, the doublet can be represented as
sd (t) = 1√
2
(
s(t)− s(t − Td)
)
. (8.60)
The corresponding spectral amplitude of the doublet is then
|Sd ( f )|2 = 2|S( f )|2 sin2(π f Td) , (8.61)
where |S( f )|2 is the power spectrum of a single pulse. It is noted that due to the sinusoidal
term in (8.61), the power spectrum has nulls at f = n/Td, where n can be any integer
(see Figure 8.12). The basic idea for avoiding NBI is to adjust the location of these nulls
in such a way that they overlap with the peaks created by narrowband interferers. By
modifying the time delay Td, a null can be obtained at the specific frequency where NBI
exists, and in this way the strong effect of the interferer can be avoided. If Td is adjusted
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Figure 8.12 Normalized spectra for the single Gaussian pulse and two different Gaussian
doublets.
to 0.5 ns, for example, the interferers located at the integer multiples of 2 GHz can be
suppressed.
The purpose of avoiding NBI through abstaining transmission at frequencies of
interference can also be carried out by making use of notch filters in the transmit-
ter. To accomplish this, the parameters of the filters have to be adjusted such that the
notches they create overlap with the frequencies of strong NBI. When notch filters
are employed in the transmitter, the transmitted pulse is shaped in such a way (see
Figure 8.13) that the correlation of the NBI with the pulse template in the receiver is
minimized.
Pulse-shaping techniques are not limited to the Gaussian doublet and notch filtering.
Another feasible method is the adjustment of the PPM modulation parameter δ in (8.51).
Revisiting the correlation matrix for a single tone interferer given in (8.56), it is seen that
[Ri ]k,l = 0 for δ = n/ fc, where n = 1, 2, . . . , M , with M being the number of possible
pulse positions. Therefore, an effective interference avoidance can be attained by setting
δ to n/ fc. Similarly, considering the correlation matrix corresponding to the band-limited
interference (8.57), it is seen that cos (2π fc(τk − τl ± δ)) = cos (2π fc(τk − τl)) , when
δ = n/ fc. Also, in the light of the knowledge that the bandwidth of the interference (B)
is much smaller than its center frequency ( fc), the assumption sinc (B(τk − τl ± δ)) 
sinc(B(τk − τl)) can be made for δ = n/ fc . These two facts lead to the conclusion that
[Ri ]k,l in (8.57) becomes zero for the band-limited interference case, too, when δ is set
to n/ fc .
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Figure 8.13 The effect of notch filtering on the transmitted pulse shape.
Although the adjustment of the PPM modulation parameter δ is a straightforward way
of avoiding NBI, it has an important drawback. The correlation output is also dependent
on δ, and for a certain value of it a maximum signal correlation can be obtained. However,
this value of δ does not necessarily have to be equal to 1/ fc. For the AWGN case (without









where Ropt = R(0)− R(δopt), Ns is the number of pulses per symbol, A is the pulse
amplitude, N0/2 is the double sided PSD of AWGN, and R(t) is the autocorrelation
function of the received pulse. Therefore, there is an obvious tradeoff between maximiz-
ing Ropt and avoiding NBI, when determining the δ parameter. Depending on the level
of NBI and AWGN, this parameter can be adjusted to provide an optimal performance.
8.2.2.4 Other NBI avoidance methods
For the IR-UWB systems, it is possible to avoid NBI by placing notches in the spectrum
via adjusting the TH code [100]. In reference [101], a PAM UWB signal is considered.
Each symbol has a duration of Ts and is composed of N f pulses, giving rise to N f
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frames, which last for T f = Ts/N f and are divided into chips with a duration of Tc.
The pseudo-random TH code determines the position of the pulse inside the frame by
selecting the chip where to place the pulse. In short, a PAM UWB signal over a symbol




ptx(t − cnTc − nT f − Ts) , (8.63)
where A ∈ {−1, 1} denotes the amplitude of the pulse, and cn is the TH code. In
reference [100], the spectrum shape for the multisymbol case is given by
Pu( f ) = |W ( f )|2
Nb−1∑
m=0
|Tm( f )|2 , (8.64)
where W ( f ) is the Fourier transform of the transmitted pulse ptx(t), Nb is the total
number of different TH codes used, m is the symbol index, and




{− j2π f (cn,m Tc + nT f + mTs)} . (8.65)
From (8.65), it is observed that changing the TH code causes the spectrum of the
transmitted signal to vary. This means that by employing various methods, the TH code
can be adjusted in such a way that spectral notches are created at the frequencies of
strong NB interferers, allowing the system to avoid NBI.
In addition to the methods mentioned above, physical solutions can also be considered
for avoiding NBI. In reference [102], an NBI avoidance technique based on antenna
design is proposed. The main idea is to generate frequency notches by intentionally
adding a narrowband resonant structure to the antenna, and thus, make it insensitive to
some particular frequencies. This technique is more economical than the explicit notch-
filtering method, since it does not require additional notch filters. In reference [102], a
frequency notched UWB antenna suitable for avoiding NBI is realized and explained
in detail. This special-purpose antenna is obtained by employing planar elliptical dipole
antennas and incorporating a half-wave resonant structure, which is obtained by imple-
menting triangular and elliptical notches. It is important to note that the performance of
the antenna is reduced as the number of notches increases. This fact leads to the idea
that the frequency notched antenna may not be successful enough in avoiding numerous
simultaneously existing NB interferers.
8.2.3 NBI cancelation
Although most of the avoidance methods mentioned seem to have high feasibility, they
may not be implemented under all circumstances. The main limitation on those methods
is their dependency on the exact knowledge about NB interferers. Without having the
accurate information about the center frequency of the interference, suppressing NBI
is not possible by means of any of the avoidance techniques explained. Even if the
complete knowledge about the NBI is available, if there is an abundant number of
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interferers, methods such as employing notch filters or changing the parameters of the
transmitted pulse may lose their practicality. If it is not possible to avoid NBI at the
transmission stage for any reason, one should make an effort at the receiver side for
extracting and eliminating it from the received signal.
Throughout the previous section, the methods for avoiding NBI were discussed and the
limitations on their realization were mentioned. In practice, UWB systems that employ
only avoidance techniques are not totally successful in eliminating NBI. In this section,
an overview of different types of NBI cancelation method will be provided.
8.2.3.1 MMSE combining
One of the popular receivers considered for UWB is the Rake receiver. Rake receivers are
designed to collect the energy of strong multipath components, and with this purpose they
employ fingers [28,29]. At each Rake finger, there is a correlation receiver synchronized
with one of the multipath components. The correlation receiver is followed by a linear
combiner whose weight is determined depending on the combination algorithm used.




(aiθlψβl + θlnl) , (8.66)
where L f is the number of Rake fingers, ai is the data bit transmitted on the i th pulse,
θl , βl , and nl are the weight used by the combiner, the channel gain, and the noise for





with prx(t) denoting the received waveform, and v(t) being the correlating function.
In the traditional Rake receiver, which employs MRC, the weight of the combiner
is the conjugate of the gain of the particular multipath component (θl = β∗l ). Such a
selection maximizes the SNR in the absence of NBI. However, when NBI exists, MRC
is no longer the optimum method as the interference samples are correlated. The MMSE
combining, which is an alternative approach, depends on varying these weights in such
a way that the mean-squared error between the required and actual outputs is minimized.
The MMSE weights are calculated as [104]
θ = kR−1n β , (8.68)
where θ = [θ1 θ2 · · · θM ]T , k is a scaling constant, R−1n is the inverse of the correlation
matrix of the noise-plus-interference term, and β = [β1 β2 · · · βM ]T is the channel gain
vector.
The NBI cancelation methods other than MMSE combining can be grouped into three
categories as frequency domain, time-frequency domain, and time-domain approaches.
8.2.3.2 Frequency domain techniques
Cancelation techniques in the frequency domain can be exemplified by notch filtering in
the receiver side. Having an estimate of the frequencies of the powerful NB interferers,
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notch filters can be used to suppress NBI. The appealing fact about this method is that
it can be utilized in almost all kinds of receiver, so that the UWB system is not forced
to employ a correlation-based receiver. The main weakness of the frequency domain
methods, on the other hand, is that they are useful only when the received signal, which
is a superposition of the UWB signal and NBI from various sources, exhibits stationary
behavior. If the received signal has a time-varying nature, methods that analyze the
frequency content taking the temporal changes into account are required. These methods
are called the time-frequency approaches.
8.2.3.3 Time-frequency domain techniques
The most commonly employed time-frequency domain method for interference suppres-
sion is the wavelet transform. Similar to the well-known Fourier transform, the wavelet
transform also employs basis functions, which are called wavelets. A wavelet is defined
as






where a and b are the scaling and shifting parameters, respectively. If these parameters
are set as a = 1 and b = 0, the mother wavelet is obtained. By dilating and shifting
the mother wavelet, a family of daughter wavelets is formed. The continuous wavelet
transform can be expressed as
W (a, b) =
∫ +∞
−∞
f (t)ψa,b(t)dt . (8.70)
One possible way of suppressing NBI via the wavelet transform is to have the trans-
mitter part of the UWB system estimate the electromagnetic spectrum, and set a proper
threshold for interference detection [105]. The interference level at each frequency com-
ponent is then determined with the wavelet transform, and compared to this threshold
in order to distinguish between the interfered and not interfered frequency components.
According to the results of this comparison step, the transmitter does not transmit at
frequencies where strong NBI exists. Obviously, this method is quite similar to the
multicarrier approach in the NBI avoidance techniques.
Methods employing the wavelet transform in the receiver side of the system also
exist [106, 107]. In these methods, the wavelet transform is applied to the received
signal, and the frequency components with considerably high energy are considered to
be affected by the NBI. These components are then suppressed by using conventional
methods such as notch filtering.
8.2.3.4 Time-domain techniques
Time-domain approaches, which can also be called predictive methods, are based on
the assumption that the predictability of narrowband signals is much higher than the
predictability of wideband signals, because wideband signals have a nearly flat spectrum
[108]. Hence, in a UWB system, a prediction of the received signal is expected to
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primarily reflect the NBI rather than the UWB signal. This fact leads to the consequence
that NBI can be canceled by subtracting the predicted signal from the received signal.
Predictive methods can be classified as linear and nonlinear techniques. Linear tech-
niques employ transversal filters in order to get an estimate of the received signal
depending on the previous samples and model assumptions [79]. If one-sided taps are
used, the filter employed is a linear prediction filter, whereas it is a linear interpolation
filter if the taps are double-sided. It is worth noting that interpolation filters prove to be
more effective in canceling NBI.
Common examples for linear predictive methods are the Kalman–Bucy prediction,
which is based on the Kalman–Bucy filter with infinite impulse response (IIR), and the
least-mean-squares (LMS) algorithm based on a finite impulse response (FIR) structure.
Nonlinear methods are found to provide a better solution than linear ones for DS
systems because they are able to make use of the highly non-Gaussian structure of
the DS signals [108]. However, for UWB systems, this is not the case since such a
non-Gaussianity does not exist in UWB signals.
Adaptive prediction filters are considered as a powerful tool against NBI. When an
interferer is detected in the system, the adaptation algorithm creates a notch to suppress
the interference caused by this source. However, if the interferer vanishes suddenly,
since there is no mechanism to respond immediately to remove the notch created, the
receiver continues to suppress the portion of the wanted signal around the notch. If NB
interferers enter and exit the system in a random manner, this shortcoming reduces the
performance of the adaptive system dramatically. A more useful algorithm is proposed
in reference [79], where a hidden Markov model (HMM) is employed to keep track of
the interferers entering and exiting the system. In this algorithm, the frequency locations
where an interferer is present are detected by an HMM filter, and a suppression filter
is inserted there. When the system detects that the interferer has vanished, the filter is
removed automatically.
8.3 Interference awareness
Up until this point, interference in UWB systems has been investigated from the mitiga-
tion perspective, especially in a multiuser environment. In order to focus on interference
awareness, a broader definition of interference might be necessary. In this way, the dis-
cussion outlined here can also be related to other wireless communications domains such
as next generation wireless networks (NGWNs) and cognitive radios (CRs). In this sense,
interference can be defined as any kind of signal received besides the desired signal and
noise. Interference may occur in the following two ways depending on its source:
1. Self-interference, which is caused by the own transmitted signal due to improper
system design or adverse channel conditions.
Examples include ISI, inter-carrier interference (ICI), IFI, inter-pulse interference
(IPI), and cross-modulation interference (CMI). Self-interference can be handled by
properly designing the system and transceivers.
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2. Interference from other users, which can be further categorized as
– Multiuser interference, which is the interference from users using the same system
or a similar technology. Co-channel interference (CCI) and adjacent channel inter-
ference (ACI) belong to this category. It can be overcome by proper multiaccess
design and/or employing multiuser detection techniques.
– Interference from other types of technology, a sort of interference that mostly
requires interference avoidance or cancelation. It is more difficult to handle com-
pared to multiuser interference and often it cannot be suppressed completely. NBI
is a well-known example of this type of interference.
Among the two types of interference listed above, the latter one (and especially CCI)
draws more attention especially with the increasing demand and services in wireless
communications. Note that, by being slightly different from UWB systems, NGWNs
focus on frequency reuse of one (FRO) scheme in order to avoid arduous and expensive
systemwise planning step due to the underutilization concern of the electromagnetic
spectrum. However, FRO comes at the expense of dramatic CCI levels, especially for
the user equipments (UEs) in the vicinity of cell borders. This fact obligates nodes
in NGWNs and CR systems to be aware of many factors influencing interference to
perform better under such conditions.
In order to establish a framework for interference awareness, factors affecting CCI
can be investigated from the perspective of the traditional protocol stack. Yet, there
are some factors that affect CCI but cannot be populated in any of the layers, since
they cannot be measured (therefore, controlled) in real-time in an adaptive manner.
Weather and seasonal variations would be one of the most interesting “non-layer factors”
influencing interference and falling into this category. Due to the presence of high-
pressure air, signals can sometimes be reflected to the distances to which they are not
intended [109, 110] (for related models such as two-ray ground reflection model, see
reference [110, Section 3]). Since the signal over the same channel is able to reach the
other terminal, CCI inevitably occurs. Especially for UWB systems, one of the most
interesting instances of such a nonlayered factor is the impact of extreme humidity, other
gaseous media, or even water in liquid form (such as in an office where a fire alarm
goes off and sprinklers spray water) present in the propagation environment. As can be
predicted, the attenuation characteristics of UWB signals change drastically depending
on the environmental properties which imply different interference behaviors [111].
Since wireless propagation is governed by the physical environment, namely by topo-
graphical and even by demographical characteristics (and by the traffic distribution
which depends also on the same two factors [112, 113] indirectly), it can be concluded
that CCI is affected by the physical environment as well. However, it is very difficult
to model those effects, since they are mathematically intractable. Statistically speaking,
one can still observe more severe interference levels in urban areas due to the large
number of base stations and mobiles [114, and references therein]. In indoor environ-
ments, depending on the use of devices, CCI is more likely to occur, since there are
many devices (e.g., microwave ovens and telephone handsets) operating in the simi-
lar bands. Especially in indoor environments, in conjunction with propagation channel
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properties, interference conditions change depending on the propagation characteristics
since non-line-of-sight (NLOS) cases experience more severe interference compared
to line-of-sight (LOS) cases [115]. This is also valid in the interference scenarios for
UWB [116]. Many possible combinations of the propagation effects of several environ-
mental characteristics with respect to interference conditions are investigated in detail
in reference [117, and therein].
In contrast to nonlayer parameters, there are many parameters that can be populated
in the protocol stack. Interference power is one of the fundamental measurement items
falling into the physical layer. With the emergence of CR, the term interference power
gains additional concepts which have not existed before in previous communication sys-
tems such as “interference temperature” and “primary user.” Interference temperature is
a sort of measure of radio frequency (RF) power that includes power of ambient noise
and other interfering signals per unit bandwidth for a receiver antenna. Primary users
can be defined as the users who have the higher priority or legacy rights on the usage of
a specific part of the spectrum. On the other hand, secondary users are defined as those
who (have lower priority) exploit this spectrum in such a way that they do not cause
interference to the primary users. Therefore, secondary users need to have the capabili-
ties of CRs, such as sensing the spectrum reliably to check whether it is being used by a
primary user and to change the radio parameters to exploit the unused part of the spec-
trum.3 Sensing the spectrum for the opportunity is, therefore, one of the most important
attributes of CR. Although spectrum sensing is traditionally understood as measuring
the spectral content or the interference temperature over the spectrum, when the ultimate
CR is considered, it refers to a general term that also involves obtaining the spectrum
usage characteristics in multiple dimensions (including time, space, and frequency).
When multihop systems are considered, all of these dimensions merge on transmission
paths of routing, which is also very important from the network layer standpoint.4 In
such scenarios, some routes might observe more interference than others [118]. There-
fore, beside the lower layers, upper layer awareness gains more importance in dealing
with interference. Apart from these, determining a comprehensive list of characteristics
of signals present in the spectrum (including the modulation, waveform, bandwidth,
carrier frequency, duty cycle, application, and so on) is desired for interference aware-
ness in any type of communications system. However, this requires more powerful
signal analysis techniques with additional computational complexity. Some of the cur-
rent challenges in acquiring further information for interference awareness include the
following:
1. Difficulty and complexity of wideband sensing, which requires high sampling rate
and high-resolution ADC or multiple analog front-end circuitry, high-speed signal
processors, and so on. Estimating the noise variance or interference temperature
over the transmission of narrowband desired signals is not new. Such noise variance
3 In Chapter 9, a case study and experimental results for a CR system will be presented, where ZigBee devices
can efficiently utilize the available spectrum in the presence of co-channel wireless local area network
(WLAN) devices.
4 Note that single-hop systems do not need to be concerned about such sorts of awareness.
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estimation techniques have been popularly used for optimal receiver designs (such as
channel estimation and soft information generation), as well as for improved hand-off,
power control, and channel allocation techniques. The noise/interference estimation
problem is easier for these purposes as the receiver is tuned to receive the signal
that is transmitted over the desired bandwidth anyway. Also, the receiver is capable
of processing the narrowband baseband signal with reasonably low-complexity and
low-power processors. However, CRs are required to process the transmission over a
much wider band for sensing any opportunity.
2. Hidden primary user problems (such as the hidden node/terminal problem in carrier
sense multiple accessing (CSMA), which can be caused by many reasons including
severe multipath fading or shadowing that the secondary user observes in scanning
the primary user’s transmission. The hidden terminal problem can be avoided by
incorporating distributed sensing, where the information sensed between multiple
terminals is shared, rather than each terminal making the decision based on its local
measurement. One of the examples of distributed sensing is known as spectrum
pooling. In this technique [119], cooperative sensing decreases the probability of
miss-detections and false alarms considerably. The rental users who are the users
that, in case of having spectral opportunities, rent the licensed band temporarily until
the licensed user emerges, send their results to a base, which makes a decision and
sends the final decision back to the rental users. In this type of scheme, throughout
exchanging the sensing information between the base station, the mobile units may
create interference to the primary users around. However, this can be overcome
by a special signaling scheme which attains a reliable result very fast so that the
interference to the primary users can be neglected [119]. Besides, it is again reported
in reference [119] that, since this special signaling scheme is not involved with the
medium access control (MAC) layer and directly operates on the physical layer, the
overhead problem on the network is minimized.
3. Primary users that employ frequency hopping (FH) and spread spectrum signaling,
where the power of the primary user signal is distributed over a wider frequency even
though the actual information bandwidth is much narrower. Especially, FH-based
signaling creates significant problems regarding spectrum sensing. If one knows the
hopping pattern, and also perfect synchronization to the signal is achieved, then
the problem can be avoided. However, in reality, this is not practical. Approaches
based on exploiting the cyclostationarity of the signal have recently been studied to
avoid these requirements. The cyclostationary-based techniques exploit the features
of the received signal caused by the periodicity in the signal or in its statistics (mean,
autocorrelation, and so on).
4. Traffic type is another factor that affects the interference. Statistical characteristics
of the traffic type determine the evolution of interference in several dimensions
such as time and frequency and help in determining crucial QoS parameters such as
link capacity and buffer size and in predicting bandwidth requirements. It is known
that different types of traffic exhibit different statistical characteristics. Having the
knowledge about the traffic type helps nodes avoid/cancel/minimize interference by
different methods such as employing intelligent scheduling. However, it is worth
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mentioning that with the increasing services and applications, nodes are expected to
be exposed to interference composed of several types of traffic rather than of a single
type, including voice, multimedia, and gaming whose statistical characteristics are
different from each other. Furthermore, in order to reliably characterize the network
traffic, sufficient statistics need to be accumulated in real time.
5. Mobility is crucial for wireless radio communications [120, 121]. From the perspec-
tive of interference, mobility introduces further concerns such as mobility behav-
ior [122]. When a MAI environment is of interest, the overall interference becomes
a function of mobility behavior of all of the mobile sources within the environment,
which can be of individual or of group form. In case victim nodes can extract or are
provided with the pattern of the mobility behavior of interfering sources, they can
make use of it and improve their performances. Decentralized sensing seems to be a
plausible approach for this concern which combines speed and direction information
for multiple interference sources.
The interference awareness term actually covers every sort of communications system
from short-range to wide area networks (WANs) and to NGWNs, especially those which
employ multi-access schemes. Even though fully interference-aware systems which take
into account all of the factors listed here may not be implementable in the near future,
expanding this list and developing more efficient techniques that are aware of the factors
affecting interference are the only solution for the improved communications systems
of the future.
8.4 Summary
In this chapter, MAI and NBI mitigation have been studied for UWB systems. Various
techniques have been investigated in order to facilitate reliable communications in the
presence of interference. In addition, interference awareness has been discussed, which
is a very comprehensive term that encompasses many factors. It is clear that better
avoidance, cancelation, and mitigation techniques for reliable wireless systems rely on
identifying these factors and being aware of them.
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